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Across Canada, there is growing awareness that leadership in sustainability is a
powerful driver for business success. This special feature will highlight efforts
for advancing a cleaner and greener economy and reducing our environmental footprint
across sectors and all areas of society.

Proposed topic highlights:

ADVANCING A LOW-CARBON ECONOMY – Key steps for addressing carbon
emissions.
CLEANTECH – Leveraging Canada’s advantage as a cleantech powerhouse.
RESEARCH & INNOVATION – New insights informing innovative solutions and
technologies.
PARTNERSHIPS & EDUCATION – Teaming up for success and delivering cuttingedge sustainability education.
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Changing society to address the planet’s climate emergency
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the SDGs. In 2021, SFU placed in the
top 10 worldwide for three key SDGs:
Climate Action (SDG 13), Sustainable
Cities and Communities (SDG 11) and
Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions
(SDG 16). The Impact rankings are
based on universities’ performance
in four areas: research, stewardship,
outreach and teaching.
The university has additional
plans to put the SDGs front and
centre in its plans for the future, says
Dr. O’Neil. These plans include rooting the SDGs in SFU’s operations,
investments, teaching, research, and
community and global engagement.
UNIQUE ASSETS AND A
SPECIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Universities have unique assets to
allow them to have a large impact in
the face of a climate emergency, and
because of these assets, they have
not only a crucial role to play but a
special responsibility to take action,
Dr. O’Neil says.
“I believe universities can play an
even stronger role going forward,”
he says. “We are a community of
thousands of researchers inspired
to tackle complicated problems,
and we have people who pursue
research, teaching and learning on
just about every aspect of the sustainability challenge – low-carbon
technologies, government policies,
economic incentives and regulations, and social inequities.”
Another strength to build on,
for SFU in particular, is engagement with wider communities. As
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